
Product Upgrade Notification
May 2019

Affected products:
- BeFREE 10 Touchcomputer Modules (Ordering Codes BF10-xxx-xxx)  

Dear Partners,
 

Following the launch of BeFREE 22, our newest Touchcomputer with integrated InterCom, we 
have decided to bring BeFREE 10 up to date with the new developments in BeFREE 22: 

   - Improved Central Speaker design

   - General update of electronic design; transition to new internal USB hub

All above mentioned updates should be transparent to integrators and end-users as existing 
functionality has not been affected. The only requirement is that the latest version of ChangeMe 
(v 5.26 or higher) is used for programming the hardware. The DVD included with the hardware 
has this version already. Alternatively it can be downloaded from http://www.tipro.net/support/. 
ChangeMe configuration files made for older versions will be automatically translated for the 
new hardware version. 

We do suggest to check the audio settings for the central speaker, especially if you don’t use 
the default settings. Since the central speaker is different, as well as its amplifier design, 
some difference in volume compared to the original hardware might occur.

The existing functionality has been completely preserved and the backward compatibility 
provided for.

The phasing-in process is about to be started while the transition is expected to be completed 
within the next couple of months. It is going to be entirely seamless to the customers, both 
logistically (same ordering codes) and commercially (same prices).
  
In case of any related questions, please feel free to contact us at sales@tipro.si
 

Sincerely,
Tipro Marketing & Sales

 

TIPRO Ltd   |   t: +386 1 78 88 200   |   f: +386 1 78 88 299   |   e: tipro@tipro.si   |   w: www.tipro.net



Product Upgrade Notification
May 2019

Affected products:
- BeFREE 20 Touchcomputer Modules (Ordering Codes BF20-xxx-xxx)  

Dear Partners,
 

Following the launch of BeFREE 22, our newest Touchcomputer with integrated InterCom, we 
have decided to bring BeFREE 20 up to date with the new developments in BeFREE 22: 

   » Added analogue audio connections; same connectivity as BF22

- Line-in, Line-out, Microphone-in (analogue soundcard)
- Intercom Line-Out (microphone amplifier output) and                  
   Intercom Line-In (loudspeaker amplifier input)

   » Improved Central Speaker design

   » General update of electronic design; transition to new internal USB hub

All above mentioned updates should be transparent to integrators and end-users as existing 
functionality has not been affected. The only requirement is that the latest version of ChangeMe 
(v 5.26 or higher) is used for programming the hardware. The DVD included with the hardware 
has this version already. Alternatively it can be downloaded from http://www.tipro.net/support/. 
ChangeMe configuration files made for older versions will be automatically translated for the 
new hardware version. 

The existing functionality has been completely preserved and the backward compatibility 
provided for.

The phasing-in process is about to be started while the transition is expected to be completed 
within the next couple of months. It is going to be entirely seamless to the customers, both 
logistically (same ordering codes) and commercially (same prices).
  
In case of any related questions, please feel free to contact us at sales@tipro.si
 

Sincerely,
Tipro Marketing & Sales

 

TIPRO Ltd   |   t: +386 1 78 88 200   |   f: +386 1 78 88 299   |   e: tipro@tipro.si   |   w: www.tipro.net
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